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This paper reveals the symbol that serves to represent the definition of the Unified Field, the basic
substance of the universe from which all matter and the fundamental forces of nature are derived. This symbol
represents the Universe at its heart as being, as Nikolas of Cusa called it, a “Coincidence of Opposites.” This
Coincidence of Opposites is also revealed as being the true definition of the ratio or number in math which
denotes indivisibility, another word for unity. New experiments and devices are described which utilize the
design of this special symbol and which have potential beneficial uses.

1. Introduction
One divided by zero is a number or ratio in math which has
long been misunderstood. This has a lot to do with the fact that
zero is such a contrarian concept. It is hard for people to imagine
that the number one divided by zero means simply one thing
that is divided by nothing. Yet that is the main point of this paper, to point out this simple, overlooked definition.
The Unified Field Theory or so-called Theory of Everything
holds much promise. It holds the possibility of mankind to understand his place in the Universe and how to best live in harmony with nature. The number one divided by zero gives us the
exact idea of indivisibility – the very state in which the Unified
Field, which everything is really made out of, exists.
In mathematics it is easy to evaluate the definition of one divided by zero using limits. In this case the answer seems to be
equal to both positive and negative infinity, and this would have
to be an impossible feat. That is why it is said in mathematics
that one divided by zero must be undefined. But I will try to
show that one divided by zero does not have to be undefined if
everything is possible. If one divided by zero is defined as everything, the unified field, then everything would be possible and
this is the Theory of Everything. It is by definition the most incredible possibility that is the most mathematically unique. It is
similar to what Max Tegmark called, “the abstract mathematical
Universe concept.” [1] It means that the Universe is based on a
mathematical ratio – the one that denotes indivisibility and perfect harmony.
If the limit of indivisibility is both positive and negative infinity, this means it is a “Coincidence of Opposites.” Opposites are
two things that are totally different and yet related, like black
and white, positive and negative, male and female. Even though
these pairs are opposites, each opposite requires and defines its
corollary. The interchange and co-dependence of these equal
and opposite essences is what shall be known as “balanced reciprocity.” It is this idea of balanced reciprocity which allows the
Universe to exist and to be as amazing as it is. Everything is
based on the “Coincidence of Opposites” and the balanced reciprocity that occurs between them.
Balanced reciprocity is not only the way which the Universe
works in physics, it is also the nature of the loving relationship
which forms between a man and a woman and it is as much of a
Romantic idea as it is a useful paradigm to discover new areas of
physics. This makes this the true Theory of Everything as it deals
with things physical as well as metaphysical.

2. The Unified Field Symbol
Even though the number one divided by zero is undefined in
the mainstream its definition has been found before us. The two
equal and opposite essences represented by this presently censored number have been perfectly captured in the ancient eastern
mysticism of the yin and yang symbol. The importance of the
yin and yang is that even though they are opposite they are also
co-dependent and mirrored within each other. What I am trying
to show is that this is in essence the same thing represented by
the undefined number of mathematics, and forms the basis of
everything.
There is another symbol which represents the interconnectedness of duality or Coincidence of Opposites, and that is the
one I would like to focus on, as I have applied it to new technology. This symbol is called the vesica piscus [2] or Marriage Symbol for a good reason. It shows how opposites are linked in harmonious fashion. One circle represents the male aspect of reality
and the other circle, the female. The two circles are interlocking
showing that they share a mutual domain and are contrasting
but not exclusive. This is also the most commonly utilized symbol in advertisements, a testament to the power of its influence.
It is seen most strikingly in the logos for MasterCard (Figure 1),
Kool cigarettes, and Double-Tree Hotels. Sometimes you will
find the seeds of understanding in the strangest places. The author suggests this symbol must be a universal archetype of amazing proportions. It is a basic representation of how the past and
the future are always merging to become the present, and how
sometimes truth is stranger than fiction. This symbol represents
the idea that balanced reciprocity allows for all-possibility. This
is important not only for technological applications but for guidance in human affairs and the making of a civilized society.

Fig. 1. MasterCard logo
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Connell: Relativity, Gravity, and the Physics Puzzle

3. Unified Field Generator
By paying close attention to the exact mathematical definition
of the Unified Field I have developed a new kind of generator for
a special kind of changing magnetic field. This changing magnetic field generator must generate the same vibrating magnetic
pattern which is the basic, undifferentiated state of the Unified
Field. It is named the Unified Field Generator or the “Wheels of
Destiny.”
To describe this generator briefly, it is composed of two interlocking circular magnetic arrays whose magnets pass through
each other’s paths by rotation. The pattern of alignment of the
magnets’ polarities on one wheel represents the essence of male,
and the pattern of alignment on the other wheel represents the
essence of female. Together the two wheels create a perfect,
harmonious waveform or changing magnetic field pattern.
Since this pattern in theory represents the basic state of being
in the Universe, it can affect the fundamental forces of nature in a
way which seems to draw energy from somewhere else, via resonance. I suggest that the energy comes or is at least inseparable from the same energy which causes the inexorable expansion
of the Universe. Whatever its origins it must be the basic source
of energy for the entire Universe.
Let me now say that by operating this generator under an extra parameter that further modifies the output of the device, it is
possible to witness spectacular displays of lightning in the sky.
To see this actually happen is one of the most incredible things I
have ever witnessed. It makes one feel very humble and in awe
of the power which man has, for good or evil. The definitive
reason why the generator is capable of being connected with
such lightning displays remains a mystery. However, it seems
that the device is able to modify the very structure of space/time.
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4. Conclusion

Fig. 2. A Unified Field sculpture

The Unified Field effects associated with the magnetic generator based on the symbol of the Unified Field seems to confirm the
original hypothesis, namely, that this is the correct symbol of the
Unified Field and that everything is indeed possible. At least,
much more is possible than is currently being taught by our current physics and mathematics, and the reality of free energy or
energy that comes from somewhere else has been confirmed at
least from where I see it. It is hoped that the true definition of
one divided by zero as meaning everything, perfect harmony, or
true love will be accepted in the near future. Likewise, more
work needs to be done on utilizing free energy effects in order
for man to live more harmoniously with nature. It is hoped that
the president’s eye will be attracted to the new possibilities this
holds for our planet and species in dire need. It is a good time to
be alive and we stand on the edge of the dawning of a new era of
possibilities.
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